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Rectangle Wall Mirror

https://www.amorhostore.com/products/am
orho-led-bathroom-mirror-with-rgb-backlit-5
5x30-color-changing-lighted-vanity-mirror-fo
r-wall-touch-control-dimmable-anti-fog-mem
ory-function-shatterproof-horizontal-vertical

Mirror is a kind of furniture that is used more
in daily life. A good quality mirror is not only
convenient for you, it can also be an
ornament in your home. Amorho® modern
large rectangular wall mirror, simple design,

ultra-thin aluminum alloy frame, suitable for bathroom, living room, corridor, bedroom, etc.

Bring fashion and elegant style to your space with this beautiful rectangular wall mirror. The
Amorho® modern large rectangular wall mirror features an ultra-thin polystyrene frame in a black
finish, creating a contemporary look. The rectangular wall mirror can be hung vertically or
horizontally, making it the perfect way to add minimalist style and practicality to your room.

Amorho® Rectangle Wall Mirror Mirror Parameters
Style Modern
Frame Color Black
Mirror Shape Rectangular
Frame Material Aluminum
Color Black Gold
Commercial Yes
Mirror Size Large (over 30" high)
Mount Type Wall Mounted
Orientation Horizontal
Dimensions 55"x30"

Amorho® Rectangle Wall Mirror Mirror Features
 Modern style
 Simple and straight lines
 Safety and easy installation
 Perfect for home or office
 Ultra-thin black Aluminum frame
 Sustainable materials
 Hang horizontally and vertically
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 Prepare drills, tapes, hammers, spirit levels, and screwdrivers for quick installation

Amorho® Rectangular Wall Mirror is made of real HD glass and will not distort the image from
any angle. Our fully sealed metal frame and simple design make the mirror waterproof,
shockproof, more stable and have a longer lifespan. Rounded corner design to ensure safe use at
home.

Amorho® rectangular wall mirror is Shatterproof and anti-scattering, which can keep you and
your family safe enough. The square mirror adopts an aluminum alloy frame, which is durable
and does not fade. The rectangular stainless steel frame protects the mirror and also adds
elegance and class to the bathroom, bringing simple sophistication to any room.

Mirrors are ideal for bathroom mirrors, bedroom mirrors, living room mirrors. Fashion, modern
design suitable for all kinds of interiors, such as hotels and offices. Mirrors can not only
appreciate your appearance, but also hide imperfections.


